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ICS's Explorer programs can be used with any other IOCTL data card drivers. Explorer is a LabVIEW
program which is used to access IOCTL data cards. ICS Explorer v1.0 is distributed with ICS's Drivers

and is usable for LabVIEW v6.0 Explorer v2.1 is distributed with ICS's Drivers and is usable for
LabVIEW v7.0 or higher. The VISA Server Utility is a LabVIEW program which can be used to

configure all IOCTL drivers. VISA Server is a LabVIEW program which is used to configure all IOCTL
drivers. ICS Server v3.0 is distributed with ICS's Drivers and is usable for LabVIEW v6.0 or higher. ICS

Server v4.0 is distributed with ICS's Drivers and is usable for LabVIEW v7.0 or higher. Install the
driver, click yes to the confirmation prompt, and then register the driver with NI. You need to assign
a name for the installer, add it to the System Path if you want, and optionally put it in the system32
or system32/drivers folders. At install time, the installer will also prompt you to register the driver
with NI. If MAX does not find the card, insert a GPIB probe into the card, and check the instrument

device in the GPIB Trace window. This will tell you the serial number, type, and manufacturer of the
card. Note the default device channel settings for the adapter. The MAX drivers will dynamically
change those settings for the adapter card for each instrument port connected to the adapter as

long as the adapter is powered on.
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This is, of course, no surprise. If youve bought an eee pc, chances are youve used beagleboard
which is based on the eee platform. While the eee platform is (again) a good thing, it isnt anything
amazing. The platform doesnt really have a software platform/market that anyone couldnt build on.

You can download the source code for the beagleboard online from the chip makers website
(BeagleBoardSource). (Its the best source of information on this board im currently aware of).

Windows, however, does not support hardware specific instructions. Therefore a program compiled
on a platform with such instructions will not run on a platform without them. Maybe one day we ll
see cards with built-in accelerators, but this is a very large future project, and if it ever becomes

true, the software isnt going to work anyway. Thats the main reason why there is no 64-bit available
in the official wiki. First, whatever binary you download from the vendor is likely to be compiled for a

specific vendor. If you want to ensure you are using the latest software, youll have to wait for the
vendor to update the software. (But thats a whole other story). Second, there is no source code

available for these products. Its not that someone would want to destroy the intellectual property,
but it just makes it harder for people to create drivers and tools. And it does exist: Look for articles

on the microchip Gpib Hardware Resource Page. Its an amazing resource and very well documented.
The first thing I did to see if this worked was to point my Amiga 500 to my new card and see what
happens. I was actually surprised by the results. The GPIB card worked immediately without any
changes to settings. The only thing that might have made a difference was the fact that I had to

change my SerialSpeed setting to 400, which was the original settings on my system. (In Windows,
you have to change the configuration, not the setting). 5ec8ef588b
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